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napshot
No.

10

Symposium Held
Tomorrow Night
The Sy mposium to b e
April 29, a t 7: J O i n Merrill
Hall at Mil wau k ee- Downer Colle g e is the result of a facult y confab one h ot evening la s t
summer. The panel disc u ssion
comparing American and European Hi gh er Education has evolved under the chairmans h ip
of Mr. Ca rl Riter.

MILWAUKEE-DOWNER COLLEGE

Cinderellas Dine At Midnight
Spring Prom Scheduled for May 23 at
:sENIOR
FAREW£LLFORA1AL

Hans-Juergen Holwein,
Instructor in art at MilwaukeeDowner, has had e xperie n ce in
the schools of France and Germany, Spain
and
Lebano n .

The field of science will
be represented by ~r. Jan K.
Sedivy, Assistant Professor of
Elec t rical Engineering at Marquette U. who received his degrees at the University of
Vienna.

Downerites see
Habeas Corpus in Action
Trial by jury will be viewd
firsthand by interested Downe~
ites Wednesday, April 29, 1959
from 10:00 ~ to 12:00 noon
at Milwaukee County Courthouse.
Sponsored by SPA, this legal field trip is being personally arranged by Robert w.
Landry, Judge of Civil Court.
The group attending the trial
will leave for the courthouse
(located at 901 North ninth
street) at 9:15 and will,view
proceedings in courtroom 415.

th~

Surf

Picture yourself at an exclu s ive dinner club over looking the lake on a heavenly
spring e vening. Soft music is
playing in the background; Japan e se lanterns shimmer in the
garden and on the terBace before you.
The Senior class is providing such a picture for y ou to
s t ep into, their Sp ring Prom
on May 2J.
It will be at the
Surf, 1522 North Prospect Avenue from 8:00 to 1:00 am;
Ray
Brown,
concertmaster for the
Milwaukee Pops Orchestra and
his string quintet will provide the music. This prom will
be formal and the cost is
$5.50 per coup le.

In plan n ing this p ro g ram
the committee tried to present
as wide a variety of education
al systems, fields and co u ntries as possible.
Mos t
of
the panel memb e rs have had
both education and teaching
experience here and abroad.

Helmut Liedloff, German professor at Downer, can speak on
language departments in both
hemis p heres.
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A private party atmosphere
will prevail according to tri(Con•t Page4)

No AA Award given this year

Red Carpet Unrolled
for State lAWS Convention

MDC and the University of
Wis consin at Milwaukee,co-hostesses of the state IAWS convention,
pro~laim October 24,
19 5 9 as the parley date.
The
Intercollegiate Association of
Women Students will be in session on both the Downer and
University Campuses.

"Alas, Atlas - At last a
lass", the slogan for the impending conference lends itself to tn6 general theme centering around the role of women in public affairs~ Highlighting the conference will
be discussion groups led by
prominent civic leaders ih the
Milwaukee area.
Chairmen of the MDC and University committees are Jane
Hoar and Joan Howard respectively.

The
constitution of the
Athletic Association provides
for an Athletic Association
Award to be given each year if
there are any girls who are
qualified to receive it. Any
girl who has been a member of
two college teams is elegible
for consideration. Since this
is an honor a ry award, factors
other than skill are considerc
important, such as sportsmanship and participation in A.A.
activities.
A committee is elected by
the A.A. Board to decide if t~
a ward shall be given. The committee consists of five students, three of whom must be
A.A. Members, and the Physical
Education faculty.
This year
the committee met several time
to discuss making the award.
They decided that it shall not
be given since they feel that
no senior has met the qualifications.
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Education Program Attacked by Many Downerites
There is evidence that all
is not well in the education
department of MDC .
There has
been a rather steady drone of
discontent among students who
are either ih the department
or wanted to be, This condition may be due to misinformation or students may have some
justi fiable complaints.

The other day l was thinking about thinking about thin~
ing. Here in our so-called intellectual climate it is accepted that one should think
for himself. Th·is trait is
what I
call thinking about
thinking, or perhaps it should
be "talking about thinking,"
which is fine as far as it
goes, but too often it doesn't
--gol We end our talk, nodding
in agreement, and then do not
practice what we have accepted
rightl~ in theory. And, horror
upon horrors, we then believe
that our opinions must be our
own, that we do our own thinking, simply because we sincer~
ly stated that we should. This
is similar to
joining a club
which states friendship and
brotherhood as its objectives,
and then feeling that you must
be brotherly and friendly or
you wouldn't be a member of
the
organization,
Wishful
thinking is a term never more
truly applied than in this
area of self deception.
Not thinking is manifested
is some relatively unimportant
ways; we buy a brand of oleo
margarine because Mrs. Roosevelt says it's better, we buy
Viceroys because they have a
thinking man's filter, we accept all the work of a famous
author as equally good. Onfortunately, there are other,
greater dangers in not thinking. As I thought about it,
I decided that it's better to
•e narrow minded in your opinions than not to have any, but
that not having any is better
than holding to those of someone else by virtue of the
strength or t heir personality.
or the loudness or their stat•
~ent.
The ~eal danger lies in
the unhappiness which may result in your acting in accor
dance with opinions which you
don't actually accept. There
is a gir1 who appears more au•
of herself than you are, by
whom you want to be accepted.
Her morals are hot those which
you previously have approved
but which you _gradually accept
rationalizing your action in
some way.
The person whose
actions conflict with his real
values cannot escape unhappiness of one degree or another.
There is a vast difference between being convinced tochange

"On second thought, I
draw my criticism.•

with-

your stand on an issue,
and
kidding yourself into stating
a new opinion simply because
the old one isn't accepted by
others.
But, now I
must end--with
my question for the week. You
are entitled to hold an opinion. Whose do you haveT

"Snapshot"

There is a one week orientation period required before
the senior year of school .
TB
student spends this week observing the opening of a small
school,
Is this a state requirement? If not what is the
real value of this program
considering that: 1. the student may be working to go
through college which would
mean the loss of a week's wag~
plu s the expense of traveling
and living in this com munity
which is necessarily~ay from
home and rel atives .
2. the
living conditions are not always desireable and sometimes
very
undesireable.
J,
the
schools do not seem eager to
have girls observe in a week
which in most cases is the
first week of school because
it is hectic for the teachers
without having the responsibility of "educating" an observer. 4. a great deal of
observing is done by students
in education during the junior
year and first semester of the
senior year which is more valuable.
The idea that seems to
j ustify this week is that the
student must pick up her bags
and be independent for a week.
Most girls have picked up bags
to come to college. Many have
been away from home and paren~
on trips or in j obs,
I would
list advantages of this orientation week if I thought there
were any,
(Con 1 t Page J)

Blah

We think •snapshot" is a blah name for a college newspaper.
d a new name and WE NEED YOUI
We've had suggestions
nieeng f rom THE MI,LWAUKEE-DOWNER COLLE GE BI-MONTHLY CHRONICLE
rang
to DYNAMITE.
We 're willing to give the lucky person who comes
up with something that has sparkle, significance, and originality a full year's subscription to the paper for next yea~
It can be sent to anyone in the Continental United States. So
get thinking.
Submit your suggestions to Jeanette Schmidt,
236 McLaren Hall, or to Jane Hoar, 54 Holten, All entries become the property of the staff, and the decision of the judges
is finall
--The Editors

w8
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Education Program
Con't from Page 2
Anot her complaint frequently voiced is that it is almost
obligatory to join SNEA.
The
idea of joining is good.
If
the club is worthwhile
it
&hould be
joined; BUT some fP- e l
the club is not worthwhile,
prefer other extra-curricular
activities
to devote their
time to, and do not like to be
forced into membership of any
club regardless of its value.
There has been criticism of
some of the education courses.
A corse
There h as been criticism of
some of the education courses.
A course called Introduction
to Education has been describ~
as simple, lacking focus, busy
work, and a waste of time.
In
fact, some courses have oeen
presented (I hear) on a level
that insults the intelligence
of the student. At any rate,
there is a need for re-evaluation of courses.
Regarding requirements for
graduation with a recommendation there seem to be several
problems.
Some people
feel
that there is a lack of guidance in regard to teaching in
other states.
If a girl is
definitely not teaching in Wis.
consin, must she fulfill Wisconsin requirements in order
to receive a good recommendations or should she be able to
by-pass courses in order to g&
what is necessary in another
state or perhaps a few more
academic subjects? The boundaries of this campus are not
the boundaries of this state.
More
specifically,
if
all
states do not require grade
two proficiency at the piano
should a student be required
to fulfill this requirementl

Page 3
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SPA Presents Dr. Barker May 6
Provocative Analysis of Civil Rights Trends

Would it not be more profitab~
to take another year of English, psychology or even a refresher course in mathematics
rendering one capa b le of doing
at least elementary algebra of
the high school level?
Should a girl in student
teaching be requested to give
up extra-curricular activities
if she is able to do both7
But, should practice teac hing
be so time consuming that oth~
academic subjects can not be
st udied
profitably?
Should
practice teaching be done in
an extra semester or alone in
a
semester so that it can be
most beneficial, so that practice teaching does not ruin
academic sub j ects and viceversa?
Methods courses have
been
criticized.
Perhaps
their
function should be defined.
Would the methods courses appropriately be taken with prac
tice teaching rather that a
semester before so that a professor can help a practice
teacher iron
out
problems
which arise in her work. Methods courses could be valuable but are easily turned into a waste of time if they do
not correct specific deficiencies in a student's education.
This is true especially for
the girls planning to teach in
high school.

SPA · enthusiastically presents Dr.
Barker, Assistant
Professor of Political Science
at the University of Wisconsin
at Milwaukee and guest prp fessor at MDC,
Wednesday, May 6,
1959, at 7:30 in Greene.
Dr.
Barker will develope the topic
"The Supreme Court and Civil
Liberties." His talk outlining and analyzing recent tren~
in civil liberties will be fo•
lowed
by discussion
which,
knowing Dr. Barker, is guaranteed to be vigorous and challenging. When remarking about
the subject Dr. Barker stated,
"Civil liberties is the most
intricate and difficult area
of Constitutional law that we
have today."
It appears to this reporter
in her all-too-few visits to
Dr. Barker's political science
class at MDC that the chemistry of his unique teaching
techniques is two parts research and one part informality - the catalyst being his
personal enthusiasm for teaching.
The double-natured use of
research consists of researm
on the part of the instructor
and research on the part of
the student. Dr. Barker feels
that if the instructor is engaged in research,
the students know he is "on his toes"
and he is able to bring more
to the class. His purpose in
having students do independent
research is to channel them
into areas which bring them
into direct contact with government officials dealing with
current problems. Examples of
this type of student research
are being carried out in his
course at MDC where some of
the student reports deal with
investigation of the Metropolitan Study Commission, judicial reform in Wisconsin, and
structural possibilities and
officials of local government
in Wisconsin.
Evidence that Dr.
~arker
practices what he preaches about persistent research, is
mirrored in his work on the
offshore oil controversy. After completion of his doctorate in 1 95 4, of which his thesis subject was "Offshore Oil
Politics: a study in public
( Con't Pa ca 6)
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President Previews Faculty for 1959-60
The Trustees and Administration of Milwaukee-Downer College
take pleasure in announcing the following promotions and special appointments, effective, September, 1959:

Miss Marjory Irvin Chosen
Honorary Hat Girl

Promotion to rank of Professor:
Miss Enid L. Bever
Mr. Eugene Casselman
Mr. Thomas R. Dale
Promotion to rank of Assistant Professor:
Mr. Sidney Peck
Mr. E. Dane Purdo
Miss Mary Olive Thomas
The college announces with deep regret that retirements of
Professor Frances w. Hadley and Professor Ella M. Hanawalt.
We wish to express our gratitude for their many years of fine
service to this institution and extend to them every good wish
for the future.
Our best wishes also go to Miss Margaret Kneuppel who has
submitted her resignation as Dean of the college, effective at
the close of the current academic year; to Mr. John Me Clymont
who plans to teach elsewhere next year; to Miss Harriet Barlow
who is returning to graduate school and to Miss Marilee McMullen who is taking another library position.
The following new appointments to the faculty
demic year 1959-60 have been made:

for the aca-

Miss Willie Mae Gillis
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Mr. Harry Hazen Smith
Assistant Professor of Biology, who is coming to the college on a one year appointment to serve as acting chairman of
the Biology department during Mrs. Lay's absence on her National Science Foundation Fellowship.

Prom

Con 't rrom Page 1
chairmen Anne Rose Huget, Treva Richter. and Sally Neubauer.
This means no court, no receiving line,
and no chaperones. The chairmen will greet
couples at the door from 8:00
to 9:00.
The guests of honor
are President and Mrs . Johnso~
Dean Kneuppel, and Miss Heimbach, Senior class advisor.

String Quintet lends
enchantment
The string quintet,
composed of two violins, one bass
one viola, and a piano will
play !rom 8:00 to 12:00. Then
a midnight supper will
be
served, during which there will
be recorded dinner music.
The menu will consist of:
egg dough rolls,champaign ham,
breast of turkey, hot cheese
puffs, hot clam puffs,
egg
souffle calla lily, cold chicken, jumbo white shrimp, lobster, boston
brown
bread,
towers, crescents, relish tray
mint patties,
apricot balls,
tea and coffee,
No extra decorations are
planned.
The class will take

President John B. Johnson, Jr.
advantage of the Surf's own
natural beauty and atmosphere.
Dancing will be out on the
terrace as well as inside.
Punch will be served in the
parlor throughout the prom.
Mrs. Johnson, Miss Knueppel,
and Miss Heimbach will pour at
the supper.
Since this is a formal prom
formal invitations will be extended to all students, faculty, the President (and his
wife), the Dean, the Trustees
of 1959, and the alumnae of
last year who are living in
town. A formal invitation requires a reply which is to be
sent to Sally Zaspel.
Include
the $5.50 in the reply. If you
do not happen to have the
money at the time you reply,
inform Sally. The Senior class
requests, however, that all
money be in before the prom.
This is a note of interest,
particularly
for
students,
Senior Prom is not in any
sense a money-makibg affair.
The Surf is charging the caass
$5.50 for each couple; t h e

Due to Miss Hadley's forthcoming retirement, Hat Committee has had to choose another faculty member to act as
advisor to their committee.
They unanimously selected Miss
Marjory Irvin, who has been at
Downer since 1949. Miss Irvin
is an Assistant Professor in
the Music department.
At a sing last Wednesday,
April 22, the Hat Committee,
composed of the Hat Girls of
the sophomore, junior and senior classes, announced their
choice to the student body.
Miss Hadley was honored with
the familiar song which Downer
girls have been singing during
her years as Advisor to the
traditions of the Hat. Following this the Hat Girls sang
this song,honoring Miss Irvin:
Miss Irvin,we stand before you
like to honor you this da~
Remembering all that
You mean to Downer
You are a Top Hat in every wa~
Your spirit is always needed
Behind tradition throughout
the year.
With you, Miss Irvin,
Our honored Hat Girl
We hunters share tradition so
dear.
cost of the band and other
miscellaneous expenses is being met by the class alone.
W~d

There will be a cloak-room
for wraps. A student assembly
explaining
some
poi nts in
greater detail will be held
today.
So, toss your troubles (in
the form of term papers, coming exams,
over-due assignments etc.) to the winds for
one magic night ~ May 2), the
Senior
Prom. Think of the
lake, the stars, soft music, a
fra g rant garden •••

April 28, 1959
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Panorama of Textiles
Shown in Library
The work of three local women artists in textiles is being shown at the Gallery in
Chapman
Memorial
Library
through May J.
It is interesting to note the variety in
textile uses.
The weaving of rugs and
textiles is the work Qf Belle
Schultz. Besides weaving the
fabric, she spins her own yarn
out of such unusual materials
as collie dog hair.
Her fabrics are most •ntirely limited to matural tones; black,

Mr. Harr¥ Hazen Smith,
Assistant Professor of Biology
Miss Willie Mae Gillis,
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Miss Willie Mae Gillis will
serve as Assistant Professor
of Psyc h ology. She is from
Mew Augusta, Mississippi.
She
received her Bachelor of Arts
de g ree from the University of
Colorado.
Following this, she
was a Fullbright scholar in
New Zealand at Wellington.
She has had teaching assistantships and done research at
the Uhiversity of Color a do,
and at the University of New
Ze aland.
She wa s a member of
the experimental staff a t Mississippi State where she did
two-thirds rese a rc~ in rural
sociolog y .
and
one-third
teaching
in psychology and
sociology.
Several
of her articles
have been published in Scientific and Psychology publications.
In
1958 she
wrote
" Satiation and the Rate of
Lapse of Verbal Meaning,"which
was published in
the Journ~
££ General Psychology. She is
working on her Doctoral thesis
now, and expects to receive
her PhD in June.

Mr. Harry Hazen Smith will
serve as acting chairman of
the Biology department during
Mrs. Lay's absence. Mr. Smith
has had a long and interesting
career in teaching and as administrator.
He received his Bachelor
and Master of Science Degree
from the University of Wisconsin. Following that he did
post-graduate work at the University of Minnesota. One year
of medical school was included
in t his study. He served as
Assistant Ship's Doctor
on
United States lines to Europe.
As a teacher and administrator, Mr. Smith has had over
20 years experience. He served
as Dean and Assistant Headmaster of several private "prep"
sch.o ols for boys. He taught
at the college level at Wisconsin State College at Eau
Claire and Stout Institute at
Menomonee.
Mr. Smith is married and has four ehildren.

brics are most entirely limited to natural tones;
black,
grey, brown, beige, and terra
cotta. Miss Schultz sells to
private individuals and often
shows her fabrics in craft
shows.
Sister Mary Remy of Mt.
Mary College also shows fabri~
but they are entirely limited
to printed patterns on cotton
and silk. She tends to one or
two colored geometric patterns
done by the silk screen process. The exception is a silk
hanging done in batik, a process where the fabric is dyed
a number of times over a waxed
covered fabric.
This batch is
very loose and flowing and is
done in a number of colors.
Lucia Stern shows the great
est variety of the three. Her
work is mostly in the decorative field.
She uses gauze in
many layered Rorschak-like designs and also cut panels of
persons or geometric designs
that are meant to hang in a
home for decorati on. Besides
fabrics, she works in pen and
(Con't Page 6}
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Sally Neubauer, (left) and Carolyn Westgaard (ri ght) examine
the textiles in the current library exhibition.
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Mead of the Matter
E!Cistentialism-A New Concept
(T-ftird in a series of articles)

by Many Downerites

"Existential" anxiety differs from fear in that it has
no object; from neurotic anxiety, in that it makes no attempt to avoid "non-being" by
avoiding "being".
The victim
of existential
anxiety has
four
choices; he may, with
Kerouac's •subterraneans", try
to sidestep it by frenetic ac4ivity, or by faith in secular
concepts such as success or
nationalism;
he may try to
bury his uncertainties in the
security
of a transcendent
faith in God, with Pascal and
Kierkegaard;
he may accept
Tillich's theology, in which
he "does not accept any truth
of faith as ultimate,
except
the one that no man possissis
it" or he may, like Heidegger
and Sartre,
insist on the impossibility of an escape from
nothingness, denying the existence of God,
st~essing man's
absolute freedom to choose,
and accepting anguish and despair.
The effect of existentiali~
thought has not been limited
to literature and philosophy.
Rollo May,
a prominent New
York psychiatrist is now leading a rapidl.y-.growing existentialist school in the field of
psychoanalysis; and the influence of existentialist thought
on contemporary music,
art,
drama, and religion is beyond
measure.
Existentialism is an irrationalistic literary and philosophical movement, which is
evident in a long series of
writers
from Montaigne and
Pascal to the present day.
It
stresses man's concrete existence,
his personal freedom,
and his consequent responsibility for what he does and is
Reason, by itself, is, for the
existentialist,
an inadequate
method of explanation; anguish
is an emotion common to men
confronting life's problems;
morality demands participation
The crises of modern Western man,
as exem plified in
Germany and France since 1919,
have contributed heavily to
making the latest phase of
this
movement
one of the
strongest and saddest reactions to chaos, confusion, and
disillusionment.
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Education Program Attacked

Con't from Page 3
That leads to another criticism.
The emphasis in kindergarten-primary, elementary,
and secondary schools courses
should be different from one
another.
The state requirements are different.
(Perhaps
the student going into high
school teaching should concentrate on subject matter, the
one in elementary on how to
teach so that the student can
use his basic knowledge to
branch off, and the kindergarten-primary teach on handling
childr~n
and preparing them
for serious academic pursuits
in elementary school.)
The
attack is different so perhaps
the emphasis should be.
What
I am trying to say is that if
a student is going to teach
high school,
every education
course taken should prepare
the student for teaching high
school.
Personality conflicts shoud
not determine grades or recommendations.
Exceptions to rules should
be made cautiously.
In consis
tancy in policy creates ill
will.
No one complains about real
hards h ips as far as academic
content is concerned, rather
the complaints stem from prac' tices which seem unnecessary,
unfair, or based on subjectivity and courses that are unnecessary or ineffectual. Perhaps the correction of the
whole situation would come about by more objectivity and
an objective.
If there are standardized
tests put out by the state for
various grades and subjects, I
should like to see students
who will be responsible for
teaching these grades and subjects actually
take
these
tests,
Because they necessarily would be quite basic,
a
student should know all the
answers. I think we might discover that tests particularly
in English grammar,
American
history, and basic mathematics
would not be pass e d with "flying colors",
Nona Roesler '59
Guest Reporter

Symposium

con • t from Page 1

Chosen for her background
and interest in French and It a lian ·~as Mrs. Martine Darmen
Y.eye r , language instructor at
U\-i-M.
Finally, re p resenting England and Malta, is Mr, John
Pick, Professor of English at
Marquette and Fulbright lecturer in literature.
- This opportunity for instructors to exchange ideas
and techniques "would help us
come to conclusions about our
school system," said Mr. Riter
or gan i zation
chairman.
"I
hope that this will serve as a
stimulus to the subject."

Dr. Barker

Con't from Page 3
policy making," he was awarded
a summer researcft grant by the
University of Wisconsin which
allowed him to pursue this su•
ject further and to travel to
states involved in the issue
interviewing many
officials
concerned.
His article "The
Offshore Oil Controve r sy since
1953" was published in the
Wisconsin Law Review in 1958.
In addition he read his paper,
"Supreme Court and the Tidelands Controversy" to the Midwest Conference of Political
Scientists at the University
of Michigan last April.
As
Dr. Barker plans to culminate
this work in a book, we are
fortunate in having a future
author in our midst as well as
a fine instructor.

Textiles

Con't from Page 5

ink, paper cut-outs and painted color designs. Her three
dimensional work is done in
free wiresculpture of which
the moving shadow is part of
the design and in carved wooden
shapes done on the jigsaw, for
decorative use and for children.
There are also several
illusionistic plastic pieces
which are meant to be looked
at from every angle. Her work
is often whimsical and humorous. Mrs. Stern is well known
nationally. One of her gauze
designs belongs to the permanent collection of the Milwaukee Art Center. and she also
has some work in the Guggenheim Museum in New York.
Susan Fletcher
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